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Abstract: Low temperature adversely affects agriculture production, especially in the quality and yield of crops.
The great mass of corps, such as wheat, corn, rice and other main crops are planted in the temperate climate and
cold climate in the areas of the northern hemisphere. Every year, because of low temperature disasters that main
crops loss as high as thousands of dollars, with the increasing environmental degradation, climate anomalies,
low temperature would made an more bad attack winter crops, at that time the loss would be more severe. How
to improve crop resistance to low temperature capabilities and to improve crop quality and yield has become
a focus of the study. Currently, the frost resistance and plant molecular biology has made great progress, a large
number of studies have found that after cold acclimation may be related to cold-induced plant gene expression
and other regulatory factors, thereby increasing the plant's frost resistance. The pathway that ICE-CBF-COR
is one of major ways, play an important role in plant resistance to cold and is well studied. In this paper
characterization of ICE-CBF-COR mechanism in plant resistance to cold and antifreeze proteins (AFPs) have
been discussed.
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INTRODUCTION acclimation  in  essence  is  the process that plant

Cold acclimation process can lead to increase plant temperature  signal  transduction  pathway. To some
freezing tolerance. Low temperatures affect membrane extent,   cold  acclimation  along  with   the   changes   in
structure and composition, metabolic rates, induce a series of physiological responses in plants by the
transcriptomic changes, cellular dehydration, inhibits ambient  temperature  factor  receptors  to  stimulate  the
photosynthesis, disturb functioning of ion channels, plant to  the  relevant signal receptors, through the
cellular signaling etc [1-8]. plant's own unique signal transduction system and

The plant cells and plant membrane system have regulating plant antifreeze proteins and other regulatory
closely related to frost resistance. Although the proteins expression, non-protein factor (IP3, ABA, etc.)
characteristics of cell wall pores are important in content, thereby enhancing the ability of plant antifreeze.
protection against freezing, fewer or smaller pores can In the process of cold acclimation, according to the
prevent the extracellular ice from penetrating the cells [9]. expression of gene encoding protein product the protein
When chilling comes or suddenly encountered, cell could be divided into two categories, one is a functional
membrane phase transition occurs in non-frost resistance protein  directly protect cells from stress damage; the
plant and low frost resistance plant. The liquid crystal other  is   regulatory  proteins  for  signal  transmission
phase would turned into a gel state and the structure of and regulation  of  gene  expression have been shown in
the membrane  damaged,  resulting  in  the  formation  of Figure 1 [10].
a non-lipid pore that has greater permeability on There are many shortcomings in Traditional plant
plasmalemma  and  cause  a  lot  of electrolyte external breeding methods to improve frost resistance, which
flow  across  the channel and in the end cause plant directed the use of transgenic technology to improve a
death.  Many  plants  suffer from the cold front after a plant's function is an important method of modern
slow cooling process, the cold resistance will gradually breeding, crop breeding research is currently a hot
increase, a process known as cold acclimation. Cold research.

regulator itself to suit the environment by the low
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Fig. 1: Plant response to cold

There are two mainly ways could account for plants important  that  understand  the  molecular  mechanisms
against frost: First, to avoid intracellular ice formation and of plant to cold responses, to breeding cold-resistence
prevent ice crystal growth; the second is to maintain cell crops. In the molecular mechanisms of plant to cold
membrane stability and protein structure of the biological responses, ICE-CBF-COR pathway is in-depth study. 
activity of nucleic acids. Therefore, the work from
molecular biology research is to transform crop antifreeze Cold-Regulated Genes (COR): A large number of protein
genetic characteristics around these two aspects. synthesis can be induced by cold acclimation, most of
Antifreeze  proteins  (AFPs) and its genes are well studied which respond rapidly to low temperature and can be
for decades, for AFPs can causing the ice crystals form induced by abscisic acid (ABA) and water stress, these
change and inhibit ice crystal growth and this effect in genes encoded proteins called cold-induced gene (cold-
different directions on the strength of the points [11]. induced genes) or cold-regulated genes (cold-regulated

Fast process: non-frost resistence plant encounter genes or cold-responsive genes, COR). Up to now, many
low temperature, freezing temperatures lead to extracellular cold-induced  genes  have  been  isolated and identified
ice formation, membrane lipid phase changes (liquid in Arabidpsis thaliana, alfalfa, rape, spinach, potatoes,
crystal phase into gel state), form hole in membrane, barley, wheat, rice, rye and other plants[12]. 
cytosol out flow and cause cell death. Slow process: Among common commercial crops, potato (Solanum
Plant  adapt  to  cold  environment,  the ICE-CBF-COF tuberosum), rice (Oryza sativa L.) and corn (Zea mays)
pathway was actived and other regulated osmoregulation originate from tropical and sub-tropical regions and are
substance were induced to protect plant form cold chilling sensitive, while others like oat (Avena sativa L.)
damage. are chilling tolerant but freezing sensitive. Other common

The ICE-CBF-COR  Pathway  in  Plant  to  Cold wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and rye (Secale cereale L.)
Acclimation: In the process that plant adapt to cold are more cold hardy and therefore are well adapted to
stress, the plant in vivo would undergo a series of survive winters with freezing temperatures.
chemical  reactions  in  molecular level. These reactions The promoter  region  of  cold-regulated  genes
occur  in  accordance  with  an  orderly sequence of (COR) contains a 5 bp core sequence CCGAC dehydration
space-time and interconnected, forming a low-temperature responsive element (Dehydration responsive element,
response of the molecular mechanisms. It is very DRE), as a cis-acting promoter elements, can activate the

crops,including barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), common
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expression of COR gene at low stress [13 ]. A COR19 conserved DNA-binding domain (ie AP2/ERF domain),
cDNA representing unique cold-induced sequences has these proteins can be divided into five categories
been cloned from the hardy citrus relative Poncirus according to structure: AP2 class, DREB class, ERF class,
trifoliata and the expression of COR19 mRNA in response RAV and other kinds of types. The  different  plant
to cold acclimation [14]. Twelve cold induced cDNA species in the regulation of gene expression and
cloned (Ssci1, Ssci2, Ssci3, Ssci4, Ssci5, Ssci6, Ssci7, functional CBF studies, more comprehensive coverage of
Ssci8, Ssci9, Ssci10, Ssci11, Ssci12) have been isolated the Arabidopsis, cotton and other crops on a little
by  differential  screening  of a cDNA library prepared research relatively [21].
with mRNA from cold resistant potato (Solunum As the CBF transcription factor can regulate multiple
sogarrnzdinum)[15]. A cold-induced gene (MpRCI) from functional genes expression in plant to the drought, high
plantain (Musa paradisiaca L.; ABB Group) has been salt  and  related low temperature tolerance, the use of
cloned and expression of an MpRCI::GFP fusion protein CBF transcription factors to improve plant resistance is a
in onion epidermal cells showed localization of the protein better access to the combined effect of ideal than simply
product in the plasma membrane [16]. use a single gene to change the plant resistance, which

C-Repeat-Binding Factor (CBF): Transcription factor, engineered plant resistance and has broad application
also called trans-acting factors, is the protein combine to prospects [22].
upstream of certain gene-specific nucleotide sequence,
translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus after Inducer of CBF Expression (ICE): Study showed that
activated, identify and combine to the promoter cis-acting expression and regulation of CBF gene is a complex
element, activate and regulate gene expression. A typical process, CBF protein translation requires the participation
plant transcription factors, including: DNA-binding of other factors, therefore, ICE factors was found. ICE is
domain,  the  location  of   oligosaccharides,   transcription a kind of transcription factors in the low temperature-
regulation domain and a nuclear localization signal [17]. induced expression of CBF genes family, it can bind to
Research for transcription factor has lasted for a long promoter sequence of CBF particularly at low temperature,
time, but the transcription factor CBF study in recent to induce the expression of CBF, then CBF bind to its
years and research on CBF in plant stress resistance have downstream target gene promoter sequences DRE COR
a breakthrough. gene, induced COR gene expression, thereby increasing

Transcription factor CBF is an important the plant frost resistance (Fig. 2) [23]. In the study of ICE,
transcription factor in the process of cold acclimation, ICE1 (inducer of CBF expression1) is the upstream signal
whose role is to respond to the cold signal, bind to the that directly regulate CBF expression. Viswarmthan ICE,
DRE sequence of COR genes and quickly start who isolated the transcription factor  ICE1 (inducer of
downstream COR gene expression to protein. CBF studies CBF expression1) from ICE. [24]. ICE1 coding region
of plant cold acclimation is an important part  of  the contains a bHLH (basic helix-loop-helix) domain, DNA-
study, therefore, the transcription factor CBF are regarded binding characteristics of the MYC, MYB-like protein,
as a switch to activate some COR genes when face low while the protein through the bHLH domain and
temperature [18]. interaction of MYCR / MYBR component, induce CBF

CBF with CRT (c-repeat) / DRE (Dehydration gene expression [25].
Response Element) element binding. The two motifs are
defined as 5’ TGGCCGAC 3’ and 5’ TACCGACAT 3’ Antifreeze Protein (AFP): Low temperature-induced
respectively  with  the  shared motif 5’ CCGAC 3’. The proteins in plants are a series of proteins induced under
core sequence is called low temperature-responsive stress conditions, antifreeze proteins (AFPs) is one of
Element(LTRE)[19].The core sequence commonly found them [26]. After a lot of analysis to body fluids of
in cold-induced genes and dehydration-induced genes in Antarctic fish in different groups, AL DeVries finally
promoters, for the inducible expression of these genes are separated a special protein, to some extent, can stop
necessary [20]. CBF transcription factor is widely present solution into ice and called antifreeze proteins (AFPs)
in Arabidopsis, maize, tomato, rapeseed, tobacco, rice and [27]. AFP itself is a class of proteins that inhibit the
wheat and many species of plants and participate in a growth of ice crystals, lower the freezing point of aqueous
variety  o f  gene  expression,  the gene family members solutions by non-colligative properties and has little
contain about 60 amino acid residues of the very effect  on  the  melting  point,  leading   to   the   solution

provides a new technical approaches to genetically
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Fig. 2: ICE-CBF-COR pathways in plant to cold acclimation in ABA-independent regulatory system

difference between melting point and freezing point, this maintain a high degree of scalability to protect the cells
difference  is  called thermal  hysteresis activity (THA) or due to low temperature-induced dehydration. A 1099 bp
antifreeze activity, the greater the difference, the greater of of the gene in seeding of carrot was cloned by PCR and
the anti- Frozen activity [28], so the antifreeze protein is identified as antifreeze protein gene. The gene was linked
also known as thermal hysteresis proteins or temperature to CaMV 35S promoter and the pCAMBIA2300 vector,
hysteresis protein. Some studies have shown that in which was transferred to tobacco. The damage of
addition to antifreeze activity of AFPs, but also has some transgenic tobacco lower than contrast tobacco
activity and antibacterial, insect activity. Antifreeze significantly by observing after 0°C treatment [36]. This
protein(AFPs) found in the initial from the Antarctic fish result indicates that plants are similar to fish to reduce the
and more in-depth research in fish and insects. The AFPs freezing point, modified form of ice crystalsc,and inhibit
research in plant has started for the past few years. Until the modification of the ice re-crystallization and other
1998, Daw in York University (Britain) found AFPs and features, these features play an important role raising the
related genes in carrots [29]. Griffith, etc. [30] pointed out anti-icing capability of cell in frozen stress. A antifreeze
clearly that endogenous protein is produced in the cold protein gene mpAFPl49 of turtle was transfer into tobacco
acclimation of wheat (Triticum aestivum). The presence of [37], the frost resistance of transgenic tobacco was
a variety of AFPs in plants was found by Urrutia [31]. The significantly better than the wild type after two days at
antifreeze protein genes has been cloned in plants, such low temperature condition. When the temperature returns
as 1117kD of AFP cDNA in ryegrass [32]; 3117kD of AFPs to room temperature, the recovery of transgenic tobacco
of the CHT gene, 2418kD the AFPs of CHT46 gene in growth, while wild-type tobacco were stop growing
winter rye [33] and two antifreeze proteins genes from because of irreversible low-temperature damage.
winter rye have been transformed into E. coli, the test After   cold   acclimation,    LpIRI-a    and    LpIRI-b
results show that the expressed protein with antifreeze re-crystallization in inhibitor protein (IRI) enhances the
activity. freezing ability of the host cell's [38]. In addition to these

With the research deepened in freezing mechanism two types of antifreeze proteins associated with the plant
of plant, now, many plant cold protein synthesis has been freezing tolerance, protein over-expression of ACBPs also
observed,synthesized proteins such as 47 kD antifreeze lead to reduce two undersaturated glyceride lecithin and
protein in Arabidopsis [34], 39kD antifreeze protein in increase plant frost resistance increase [39]. Currently,
wheat [35] etc, all of them have common properties: antifreeze proteins isolated from plants and can be used
thermal stability, glycine-rich, low-aromatic amino acids for transgenosis is increasing and the DNA of antifreeze
and high hydrophilic amino acids, the protein can protein in different plants and amino acid sequences show
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no clearly detectable homology. Therefore,  research 2. Dowgert,  M.F.  and  P.L.   Steponkus,  1984.
about isolated and cloned plant antifreeze protein gene
will be a hotspot to enchance crop frost resistance [40].
Frost resistance of plants is the result of long-term
evolution, different plants its cold climate and different
cold tolerance of plants. The CBF1 content in leaves
increased after low temperature-treated by real-time
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT - PCR
method),and at the same time, the  content  of  other
genes transcription and  translation  of  proteins  also
have significant changes, indicating that low temperature
can induce  gene  transcription  and  translation and a
series of complex links [41]. 

Conclusion and Perspective: The  ICE-CBF-COR
signaling pathway of stress  is  not  only  one  in  plants
to cold environment, but also a important pathway  and
in-depth study response to cold. Due to environmental
deterioration,  declining  arable  land, more complex
climate change and erratic cold weather, how to increase
agricultural  yield  and  quality  has always been a
research hotspot. Therefore, improvement of  plant  frost
resistance, frost crop varieties for cultivation of great
significance in agriculture.

These implementations need to be based on genetic
engineering, need for more scientific and technical
personnel.  Although plant genetic engineering theory
and technology  system  about  plant frost resistance has
been basically established, huge crops yield loss is still
exist. Even so, we believe that under the joint efforts of
researchers, the mechanism of respond to cold, antifreeze
proteins and related genes and other  factors  affecting
the relationship between each other will be further
clarified in the near future.
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